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Q, the seventeenth letter in the English
alphabet, a consonant having the same sound
as k or hard c. It is a superfluous letter in
English, as the combination qu, in which it
always occurs, could be equally well ex-
pressed by kw, or by k alone when the u is
silent* It came originally from the Phoeni-
cian alphabet, in which it was called qopJi.
The Greeks did not use it because they had
no need for it, but the Romans revived the
letter and employed it in the same manner as
it is used to-day.
QUADRANT, kwahd'rant, an apparatus
once employed in navigation and in surveying.
It was variously constructed, and had a
graduated arc of 90°, or one-fourth of a
circle, hence the name. It was used in de-
termining angular altitudes, a service now
performed by the sextant (which see).
QUADEILATERAL, kwodrilctferal, a
plane figure having four straight lines. A
trapezium is a quadrilateral no two sides of
which are parallel; a trapezoid is a quad-
rilateral two sides of which are parallel; and
a parallelogram is a quadrilateral in which
the pairs of opposite sides are parallel. Three
classes of parallelograms are important—the
rectangle, all the angles being right angles;
the rhombus, none being right angles and the
adjacent sides equal; and the rhomboid, none
of the angles being right angles and the
adjacent sides unequal. See polygon*.
QUADRILLE, kwahdril', a dance of
French origin, which consists commonly of
five consecutive figures or movements, danced
by four couples. It was introduced into
England in 1815 and from that country was
taken to America.
QUADROON, kwaJi droon', the name given
to a mixture of European and negro races,
of three-fourths white and one-fourth black
blood. The first mixture is called mulatto;
the second, tierceroon; the third, quadroon;
the fourth, quintroon, etc.
 QUADRUPLE, kwdhdrv'p'l, ALLIANCE,
a league formed in 1718 by Great Britain,
France, Austria and Holland in opposition to
Spain, when that country seized Sardinia
and Sicily and thus jeopardized the balance
of power in Europe.
Another Quadruple Alliance was formed
in 1840, by Great Britain, Austria, Russia
and Prussia, for the purpose of curbing the
power of Mehemet Ali. The alliance between
Germany, Austria, Turkey and Bulgaria in
the World War is sometimes given that
name.
QUAESTOR, kwes'tor, the title given to
a magistrate in ancient Rome. The earliest
quaestors conducted the prosecution of a cer-
tain class of criminals. Later quaestors were
entrusted with the charge of the public
treasury. For centuries there were only two
quaestors, but as the Roman republic increased
in size more were added; in the time of
Caesar there were forty.
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CALIFORNIA QUAIL
QUAIL, a small game bird. Several spe-
cies are found in America, the best known
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